USS Seleya Mission Transcript 11401.26
Mission Number 740
Regrets II
                
       DRAMATIS PERSONAE
Chris Esterhuyse as Captain Varesh (CO-Commanding Officer)
Eldad Ben-Tovim as Commander Maor (XO-First Officer)
Mike Hiles as Commander Maximus Heller (CTO – Chief Tactical Officer)
Tim Schols as Lieutenant Commander Dylan Cedric Pandora (OPS – Operations Officer)
Lilia Perfeito as Ensign Arya Ix (CSO – Chief Science Officer)
Karriaunna Scotti as Lieutenant Brianna Rose (SO-Science Officer)npc MO Lt Storm

           
Time lapse:  1 Hour
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Last time on the Seleya:

The Seleya, continues its search patterns to lead anyone off who might be watching them.  They also continue to do their own search for information while keeping the ship safe.

In the alternate universe, the shuttle docked with a small relay station.  It reads as being very old and as such, it was not a surprise that the docking doors did not want to open.  The CEO had an idea.  It worked, sort of.  While the door is now open, there was a repercussive explosion that seriously harmed the CEO and knocked out the CTO with minor injuries.  The captain simply lost his breath for a bit.

Due to the complications of this universe on machinery as well as biology, fixing up the engineer is not that simple.  As such, with what the CSO has discovered, some of the medical equipment has been modified and the CEO placed into stasis, safe until they return to the ship.

Inside the station, very little has been found.  It was thoroughly cleaned out and anything organic would have long since decayed to dust.  All power has since bled away leaving it cold and empty other than very stale air which has now mixed with the shuttles.  OPS and

CSO were working on getting power to the station to see if there is any information left behind.  The CO and tactical searched the place.  And the XO remained aboard the shuttle with the others to see what he can discover from shuttle sensors and the area.

An hour has passed...
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Captain's Log 11401.26: We're trying to get the power and computers going on the station, while Lt Storm treats the wounded, including some kind of stasis for Ens. Baro.
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<<<<<<<<< Regrets II >>>>>>>>>>

MO Lt Storm says:
::On the shuttle, sitting next to Heller and watching him.::
CSO Ens Ix says:
::With a tricorder in hand, trying to communicate with a console::
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Makes his way to where the CSO and OPS are working:: CSO/OPS: Shall we try transferring some power from the shuttle?
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Checks the leads one last time as the CO approaches:: CO: Yeah, we should be all set..
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Smiles:: OPS: You're me one ahead,
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
::Sits up a bit more shaking his head slightly trying to clear the fog.::  MO:  How's it looking doc?
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Gets up and walks towards the air lock to activate the power connection, hoping it won't blow any fuses on the console::
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Closes her tricorder:: CO: Fortunately this universe did not diverge completely from ours. Despite the slightly different physical laws this tech is still recognizable.
MO Lt Storm says:
::Lifts a brow and gives him a considering look.::  CTO:  You will live.  How do you feel?
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Moves a bit back from the consoles:: CSO: I am so glad to hear that. So our equipment should be compatible?
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Activates the power, then heads back to the console quickly to take a look at it::

ACTION:  There are snaps and sizzles followed by flickering lights.  Everything goes dark for a few seconds and then it seems like magic as the room lights up along with the main display.

CSO Ens Ix says:
::Smiles as the lights come up:: CO: It would appear so.
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Lets out a breath he didn't know he was holding as the power finally came back online::
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Holds his breath for a moment as the lights go out, then sighs in relief as they come back on, along with the ship's systems::
CO Capt Varesh says:
OPS: Good work, Commander. ::turns his attention to the main display.::
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
MO:  Like I've gone a few rounds with a Klingon.  ::::Shifts his arm wincing slightly.::  Or maybe more than one.
MO Lt Storm says:
CTO:  You came out better than our CEO.  ::Lightly touches his arm::
CO Capt Varesh says:
CSO: So, what are we looking at?
MO Lt Storm says:
::Shifts back after a moment.::  CTO:  If you are in too much pain, let me know.  I really do not want to give you anything more at this point, but I will if you cannot function properly.
CSO Ens Ix says:
CO: There is nothing obvious in the console, we will have to find the right way to ask it questions. ::Stops a moment::
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Looks at the console, trying to identify the various functions, and notices a flashing button:: CO: Looks like this thing is trying to get my attention... Let's see what it wants.. ::Taps the button::

ACTION: On the screen stands a man that is solidly built.  In his surroundings, he looks tall.  There is a lot of gray hair mingled with red on his face and the full beard he wears.  There are marks on his face but it is hard to tell if they are tattoos, scars, or facial features.  He begins to speak.  But it is not a known language in the Federation.

CSO Ens Ix says:
::Raises an eyebrow at Pandora:: OPS: Was that wise?
CO Capt Varesh says:
CSO: Are you recording this?
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
::Smiles at the doctor.::  MO:  Thanks for the help d..  ::Stops as an odd feeling passes through him and shakes his head.::
CSO Ens Ix says:
CO/OPS: This place's Captain? ::removes her combadge:: CO: Yes I am
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Shrugs:: CSO: It didn't look particularly threatening..
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Leaves the tricorder to record and starts fidling with the badge::
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
CO/CSO: A personal log? Delayed message perhaps?
CO Capt Varesh says:
OPS: A warning?
MO Lt Storm says:
::Simply looks at him.::
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Tweaks the universal translator to capture the shift in frequencies displayed on her tricorder from the man's voice::
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
MO:  That was odd, felt a warm sensation pass through me and I know it sounds odd but it almost felt, for a moment that there was something else here, or maybe someone.

ACTION:  The message is not long and after a moment, if finishes.

CSO Ens Ix says:
CO: I am trying to translate it but it may take a while.
MO Lt Storm says:
::Looking at him, she frowns before standing up.::  CTO:  My apologies... it is either this universe or you are slightly different.
CO Capt Varesh says:
CSO: Take your time. I'll poke around the system a bit.

ACTION:  Ten minutes pass and the computer finishes with the translation.

CSO Ens Ix says:
::Finally looks up for the 1st time in 10 minutes:: CO/OPS: The translation is ready.
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Looks up from the console:: OPS: Without translation... ::Smiles:: CSO: Your timing is impeccable.
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Looks up, first at the CO, then at the CSO, before turning to the viewer again::
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Smiles:: CO: It is an art we science officers cultivate since the Academy.
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Puts the translated version through the viewer::



To anyone that hears this message.  I am Commander Devel, an Osonirian of the planet Javalt.

To keep it simple, for those who are curious or should follow us, a terrible mistake occurred.  It has been our experience that all governments have their issues and you will always find those that are not happy with how things are and want to change them.  Add into the mix different races from different worlds and it becomes even more...interesting.

We have always had to deal with this and have managed to defuse incidents.  But we erred in reading a group that grew powerfully very fast, gaining much support through lies and setting the scene.  Why, we never did truly find out.

The end result, was they created or discovered a device to end "our problems" with the Zemians.  We do not know if they meant to destroy their planet or not.  But that is what happened.  And as far away as their world was, it still held influence on us as we did on it.  The repercussion was our world shifted slightly and the life on it cannot compensate quickly enough for it.

In destroying the Zemain's world, they have destroyed ours.  Only we are able to escape and to our knowledge, most of them were not.  The only survivors we know of were those who were already on Javalt and they came along with us as well.

While we did not have the ability to transfer a worlds population to another system, but we were able to open a window into another universe.  We did not know what to expect, but at least it was a chance at survival and we took it without looking back.  I just hope the pedacts got caught in the destruction and those who were involved get left behind as their just reward.

The people were given a choice to colonize other worlds, to take the ships we had.  But not only did the outer colonies return, but everyone able to, seemed to make the choice to stay as a people and support each other.  I am proud of my people and the Zemains for their decision.  Though it regrets me that we leave nothing behind for others to know that we once existed, except for two dead worlds.

Should others follow, I hope it is on peaceful terms... in which case, we will welcome you.  Commander Deval, out.

CO Capt Varesh says:
::Listens to the full message:: All: I got some of the details right in my head, of a sorts.
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Frowns at the message, thinking it over::
CSO Ens Ix says:
CO: It is quite a puzzle to me. If they tried to colonize our universe, obviously they failed.
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
::Pushes himself up, and stands for a moment, some of the pain having subsided.::  MO:  What exactly did you mean I might be different?
MO Lt Storm says:
::Looks up from checking on the CEO and just looks at him for a moment.::
CO Capt Varesh says:
CSO: I'm trying to puzzle it out myself. The people from this universe rescued the people from ours who destroyed their world and killed another by changing it's axis?
CSO Ens Ix says:
CO: I will need some time to match the facts Deval reported with what we know from both Universes. But it seems this universe served as last resourt solution for this civilization. For some reason it was easier for them to open a doorway to a different universe than to explore the galaxy.
CSO Ens Ix says:
CO: I am not sure at this point whether this universe was populated or not before they came here.
CO Capt Varesh says:
CSO: Get started on that, but it seems you're right.
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
::Moves down next to the statis field and looks at Storm.::  MO:  Doc?
MO Lt Storm says:
CTO:  Yes?
CSO Ens Ix says:
CO: I will do that as soon as we return to the shuttle. And as interesting as it is to piece out what happened it doesn't tell us anything about what happened to the Federation crew or to this planet-killing weapon.
CO Capt Varesh says:
CSO: Agreed. Copy whatever is in the computer to the shuttle and we'll head on down to the planet.
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
MO:  Gonna tell me what you meant by me being different?
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes Captain.
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Just listens to the CO and CSO discuss the video message, still thinking through it himself::
CO Capt Varesh says:
OPS/CSO: Put everything back the way it was and I'll check with Commander Maor of he's found anything on sensors while we were working over here. ::Turns to go back to the shuttle::
MO Lt Storm says:
::Sighs slightly:: CTO:  You should not have felt anything, commander.  No one ever does.
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
MO:  You know what it was I felt then?
CSO Ens Ix says:
CO: Would you like to leave the station powered down?
MO Lt Storm says:
CTO:  It was a healer’s touch, commander.  Very brief.  Enough to ease the pain and encourage healing faster, which seems to be slower in this universe.
CO Capt Varesh says:
CSO: Yes. I intend to close the rift when we return.
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Nods and looks at OPS as she starts putting everything back the way it was::
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Enters the shuttle:: CTO: Good to see you back on your feet, Commander.
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Takes his cue from the CSO's look, and heads back towards the shuttle to shut down the power supply to the console::
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
::Wants to ask the doctor more but stops as the captain enters the shuttle.::  CO:  Glad to be back up captain, find anything to help us over there?
CO Capt Varesh says:
CTO: For the most part, no. All it said was that the peoples from the planets in our universe emigrated here. I'll give you the whole message when we're en route.
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Returns to the shuttle once she is satisfied things are the way they found them::
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
CO:  So where to now, back to our universe or are we staying in here?
MO Lt Storm says:
::Glad for the reprieve, she stands up::
CO Capt Varesh says:
CTO: Depending on what Commander Maor found on sensors, I want to head down to the planet. We're still here to find the weapon.
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Is about to head back to the CSO as he sees her approach:: CSO: Everything done then?
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
::Makes a mental note to follow up with the doctor later as he nods to the captain.:  CO:  Sounds like a good place to keep looking.
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Nods:: OPS: All set. Just power it down.
XO Cmdr Maor says:
::Glances up from his console:: CO: Think I have something, Captain.
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Turns his attention to the front of the shuttle, walking closer to the helm:: XO: What is it, Commander?
MO Lt Storm says:
::Sets the place back to order in preparation of leaving.  The CEO should be fine for the next few days... or weeks really.::
XO Cmdr Maor says:
CO: I think I've located the missing shuttle's ion trail, it seems to be leading toward the planet. ::Brings up the ion trail on the viewscreen and its plot toward the planet::
OPS LtCmdr Pandora says:
::Nods:: CSO: Done. ::Turns to head towards the flight deck once more::
CTO Cmdr Heller says:
::Follows the captain toward the front of the shuttle to hear what the commander found.::
CSO Ens Ix says:
XO/CO: I suppose that provides us with a landing spot.
CO Capt Varesh says:
::Nods:: XO: Very good. It seems my decision to go to the planet was the less wrong one. Set a course to follow the trail. ::looks over his shoulder:: CSO: Indeed it does.
CSO Ens Ix says:
::Turns to her console and resumes data collection::

<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>
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